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Imagined intergroup contact (Crisp & R. Turner, 2009) is a new indirect contact strategy for promoting tolerance and more positive intergroup relations. In this chapter, we review existing research on imagined contact and propose two routes—cognitive and affective—through which it can exert a positive influence on contact-related attitudes and intentions. We first review research that has established the beneficial impacts of imagined contact on intergroup attitudes via reduced intergroup anxiety, supporting its efficacy as an intervention where there exists little or no opportunity for direct contact. We then review more recent research showing that imagined contact not only improves attitudes, but can also enhance intentions to engage in future contact. These studies suggest that contact imagery provides a behavioural script that forms the cognitive basis for subsequent judgements about future contact intentions. Collectively, the findings from this research programme support the idea that imagined contact can complement more direct forms of contact—providing a way of initially encouraging an interest in engaging positively with outgroups before introducing face-to-face encounters. We discuss the implications of these findings for future theory and research, and how they can inform prejudice-reduction interventions seeking to capitalise on the beneficial effects of mental imagery.
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One needs little reminder of the destructive power of prejudice, and most people would agree with the unqualified need to develop interventions that promote tolerance and cooperation between religious, cultural, ethnic, and other groups in society. Allport’s (1954) contact hypothesis is the most widely advocated psychological approach to tackling this most pressing of social issues. This chapter is about a new implementation of the contact hypothesis, an implementation that capitalises on the inherent power and flexibility of the approach, and which illustrates how the very concept of contact can embody a positive orientation towards others. Our approach is based on the mental articulation of contact experiences, and the idea that simply imagining intergroup contact can elicit more positive intergroup attitudes.

Our initial focus in developing imagined contact was inspired by a simple question: what to do about reducing prejudice when there is no opportunity for contact? Empirical research on imagined contact has suggested that it works well as a substitute for actual contact in such contexts (see Crisp & R. Turner, 2009). In this chapter we extend this initial proposition. While imagined contact may be of great use where actual contact is impossible or unlikely, we believe it has wider applicability as a pre-contact tool, a means of preparing people to engage with outgroups with a positive and open mind. In other words, where opportunities for contact do exist, but remain unrealised, imagined contact might be a critical first step needed to kick-start an interest in engaging positively with outgroups. In what follows we review all existing research on imagined contact; we describe how we came to focus initially on improving intergroup attitudes, and later on enhancing future contact intentions, and how this work has inspired our theoretical model of imagined contact effects. Finally, we discuss the current questions, debates, and issues surrounding imagined contact, and offer suggestions for future research into this new approach to improving intergroup relations.

Mental Imagery

The benefits of mental imagery for a wide range of psychological and behavioural phenomena have been well documented (Taylor, Pham, Rivkin, & Armor, 1998). Clinicians, coaches, and laboratory-based scientists have all sought to harness the power of imagery to facilitate behavioural and attitudinal change, often with considerable success. For instance, in health psychology, mental imagery has been employed to foster the achievement of health-related goals (Anderson, 1983; Greitemeyer & Würz, 2005) and to improve motor learning in rehabilitation settings (Page, Levine, Sisto & Johnston, 2001). Consumer researchers have employed mental simulation techniques to improve attitudes and facilitate behavioural intentions towards advertised products (Escalas & Luce, 2003, 2004). Clinicians have incorporated mental simulation into cognitive behavioural therapies,
especially in relapse prevention techniques (Holmes, Lang, & Shah, 2009; Marlatt, 1978; Marlatt & Gordon, 1985) or in phobias to modify or replicate images to reduce an image’s emotional power (Wolpe, 1958). Personality psychologists have studied how people’s visions of their future selves will guide their actions and self-perceptions (Markus & Nurius, 1986) and neuropsychological studies have shown that imagery employs similar neurological mechanisms as memory, emotion, and motor control (Farah, 1989; Kosslyn, Ganis, & Thompson, 2001). The beneficial use of mental simulation in sports settings to improve both performance and motivation has also been documented by athletes such as Tiger Woods (Vealey & Greenleaf, 1998) and is supported by a large body of research (for a meta-analytic review see Feltz & Landers, 1983).

**IMAGERY AND ATTITUDE CHANGE**

Mental imagery is of considerable importance to a range of psychological domains, yet it has enjoyed no focused attention, until now, in efforts to improve intergroup relations. Central to the proposition that imagined contact can reduce prejudice is the notion that, more generally, imagery can affect attitude change. In the wider literature on mental simulation, there is support for this general proposition. Armitage and Reidy (2008), for instance, found that participants who imagined preparing to donate blood subsequently expressed more positive attitudes towards blood donation than participants who imagined an irrelevant behaviour (preparing to get a high mark in their class). In a similar vein, Gregory, Burroughs, and Ainslie (1985) asked participants to imagine a scenario depicting their involvement in an automobile accident or an irrelevant scenario (e.g., going through a lengthy job application process). When contacted later the same evening by a confederate claiming to be conducting a survey on behalf of a consumer advocacy project, participants in the former group expressed more favourable attitudes towards traffic safety laws than those in the latter.

However, the tangible impact of imagery on attitude change is perhaps best demonstrated within the advertising domain. Consumer researchers have demonstrated that imagery-eliciting strategies, such as encouraging viewers to imagine positive scenarios involving themselves and the advertised products, can be used to facilitate more positive attitudinal judgements towards products. Babin and Burns (1997) presented undergraduate business students with advertisements for a fictitious car and an accompanying questionnaire assessing attitudes towards the product. Half of the adverts contained five statements placed throughout the advert, instructing the recipient to “imagine the car in your mind . . . ”, “imagine it . . . ”, “hear it . . . ”, “picture it . . . ” and “feel it . . . ”. The other half contained no such instructions. The results revealed that adverts containing
instructions to imagine the product resulted in more favourable attitudinal judgements than adverts with no imagination instructions. In similar research Escalas (2004) asked participants to view a one-page colour advertisement for a running shoe with a fictitious brand name. Half the adverts contained text encouraging the participant to imagine themselves running in the shoes through a park, while the other half contained no such instructions. Imagery instructions resulted in more favourable brand evaluations than advertisements that did not encourage mental simulation.

The notion that imagery can affect attitudes and perceptions is therefore quite an established principle in a range of domains within social psychology. The effectiveness of these approaches, and their apparent applicability to attitude change in the intergroup domain, led us to develop a new implementation of the contact hypothesis—one that built on emerging work on vicarious or indirect forms of contact. We called this approach imagined intergroup contact.

**IMAGINED INTERGROUP CONTACT**

One of the most successful and influential contributions to social issues research has been Allport’s (1954) contact hypothesis (Harrington & Miller, 1992; Jackson, 1993). The hypothesis is now a well-specified theory that documents the psychological processes that produce a positive impact from social contact (Brown & Hewstone, 2005; Pettigrew, 1998). Allport originally asserted that maximally positive outcomes will be observed if the contact involves equal status between the groups, common goals, no competition, and institutional support. Pettigrew and Tropp’s (2006) meta-analysis of over 500 studies has recently qualified this assertion. We now know that while the above may be facilitating conditions, they are not necessary conditions. There is a fundamental, robust, and positive impact of contact on intergroup attitudes regardless of target group, age group, geographical area or contact setting.

Despite the clear benefits of intergroup contact it can only reduce prejudice when social groups and group members are afforded the opportunity to engage in contact (e.g., Phinney, Ferguson, & Tate, 1997; R. Turner, Hewstone, & Voci, 2007b; R. Turner, Hewstone, Voci & Vonofakou, 2008). There are many examples of problematic intergroup relations where few such opportunities exist; and even when diverse groups live in close proximity, communities can remain socially segregated, leading “parallel lives” (Cantle, 2001, p. 10) where little or no meaningful contact is established.

A solution to the lack of opportunity for contact is to establish contact in an indirect manner. According to the extended contact hypothesis learning that an ingroup member has a close relationship with an outgroup member can vicariously improve one’s own attitudes towards the outgroup (Wright,
Aron, McLaughlin-Volpe, & Ropp, 1997). Extended contact has been found to exert a positive impact on attitudes and outgroup stereotyping, via the development of positive attitudinal ingroup norms, similarity to self and reduced anxiety (R. Turner, Hewstone, Voci, Paolini & Christ, 2007c). There are undoubted benefits of extended contact, and situations in which it literally extends the power and scope of the contact hypothesis. Yet it cannot fully solve the opportunity “problem”. While one does not need to engage in contact oneself to reap the benefits, actual contact is still required somewhere in one’s wider social network (be it with one’s friend, family member or just another ingrouper). Where segregation defines the relationship between communities, one simply may not know of anyone who has anything to do with the outgroup. In short, in highly segregated societies, even extended contact might be in short supply.

We argued that a solution to this problem can be found in the form of imagined intergroup contact, which we defined as “the mental simulation of a social interaction with a member or members of an outgroup category” (Crisp & R. Turner, 2009, p. 234). As noted above, there is quite an established focus on the impacts of mental imagery in a range of domains within social psychology. We theorised that imagining intergroup contact could similarly affect intergroup attitudes. When people imagine intergroup contact we theorised that they should engage in conscious (and unconscious) thought that parallels the processes involved in actual intergroup contact. They may, for example, actively think about what they would learn about the outgroup member, how they would feel during the interaction, and how this would influence their perceptions of that outgroup member and the outgroup more generally. In turn, this should lead to more positive evaluations of the outgroup, similar to the effects of face-to-face contact (e.g., Islam & Hewstone, 1993; Paolini, Hewstone, Cairns, & Voci, 2004; Voci & Hewstone, 2003). Our sense was that imagined contact should involve just a short, simple instruction to mentally simulate a positive encounter with a member of a relevant outgroup. The proposition was that imagining such an encounter would have similar effects as the real thing, albeit in a more safe, secure, and less-stressful situation. To provide an initial test of this hypothesis, we therefore developed an instructional set that could be used to experimentally manipulate contact imagery and examined its impact on intergroup attitudes.

### IMAGINING INTERGROUP CONTACT CAN IMPROVE INTERGROUP ATTITUDES

In three studies, R. Turner, Crisp, and Lambert (2007a) investigated whether participants (themselves young and heterosexual) who were asked to imagine a positive interaction with an elderly person or a gay man
subsequently expressed lower ingroup bias than participants who did not. We created two sets of instructions, designed to invoke either an imagined intergroup interaction with an outgroup member, or their imagination of something totally unrelated (see the Appendix Table for a summary of all of the imagined contact studies reviewed in this article, which includes details of the task variants used in each study). Participants assigned to the imagined contact condition were instructed: “We would like you to take a minute to imagine yourself meeting an elderly stranger for the first time. Imagine their appearance, the conversation that follows and, from what you learn, all the different ways you could classify them into different groups of people.” Participants assigned to the control condition were asked: “We would like you to take a minute to imagine an outdoor scene. Try to imagine aspects of the scene about you (e.g., is it a beach, a forest, are there trees, hills, what’s on the horizon).” In both conditions, participants were given exactly 1 minute to imagine the scene. Participants in the imagined contact condition were then instructed to “List the different ways in which you could classify the stranger following the conversation you just imagined”, whereas participants in the control condition were instructed to simply “List the different things that you saw in the scene you just imagined”. This was designed to reinforce the effect of the imagery task. Results revealed, as expected, that while participants showed a significantly greater preference for interacting with a young person than for interacting with an elderly person in the control condition, participants who imagined intergroup contact did not exhibit this ingroup bias.

In Experiment 2 we replicated the findings from Experiment 1 with a control prime condition in which participants were simply asked to think about elderly people. While participants in this prime condition showed a significantly greater preference for interacting with a young person than for interacting with an elderly person, participants who imagined intergroup contact showed reduced intergroup bias. These findings ruled out the possibility that imagining intergroup contact simply primes an outgroup category and leads to a self-regulation process whereby socially desirable responses are elicited.

Experiment 3 provided further support for the benefits of imagined contact by using an alternative measure of bias (based on outgroup evaluations, and outgroup homogeneity) and investigated mediating processes (intergroup anxiety). Male heterosexual participants were asked to imagine contact with a gay man, and to then think about some of the unexpected things they might learn about that person. Participants who spent a few minutes imagining intergroup contact subsequently had a more positive attitude towards gay people in general, and also perceived there to be greater variability among the outgroup, than participants in the control condition.
That imagined contact worked in two intergroup contexts, using two versions of the imagined contact task, gives us confidence that the effects were not limited to a specific intergroup context or a specific type of imagined contact. Experiment 3 also showed that imagined contact has its beneficial effects via one of the same mediational routes demonstrated with actual and extended contact (e.g., Islam & Hewstone, 1993; Paolini et al., 2004; R. Turner et al., 2007c; Voci & Hewstone, 2003): intergroup anxiety explained the positive effects of imagining intergroup contact on outgroup attitudes.

IMAGINING INTERGROUP CONTACT PROMOTES PROJECTION TO OUTGROUPS

Stathi and Crisp (2008) extended our investigation into the impacts of imagined contact by testing whether it leads not only to improved attitudes, but also to greater projection of positive self traits to the outgroup. Projection is a process by which attitudes and traits are attributed to others and can constitute a fundamental “cognitive basis for ingroup favouritism” (Robbins & Krueger, 2005, p. 42; see also Cadinu & Rothbart, 1996). This is because projection of positive self traits to similar others (i.e., the ingroup) is generally stronger for ingroups than outgroups (Clement & Krueger, 2002). Establishing that imagined contact could improve not only intergroup attitudes, but also contributory processes and related constructs, was an important next step in the development of this research. Stathi and Crisp also investigated moderating conditions that might curtail or enhance the effectiveness of imagined contact. Establishing these boundaries and facilitating conditions was also an important endeavour if we were to establish the efficacy of imagined contact as a viable intervention strategy.

Stathi and Crisp (2008; Experiment 1) initially tested whether minorities would be more resistant to the benefits of imagined contact than majorities using a sample of two ethnic groups in Mexico: Mestizos (the ethnic majority group) and Indigenous people (the ethnic minority group). Tropp and Pettigrew’s meta-analysis (2005) revealed that, overall, the relationship between contact and prejudice is weaker among minority groups than among majority groups. This is consistent with the idea that minority groups tend to experience more anxiety at the thought of intergroup contact than majorities (Plant & Devine, 2003). As such, there were good reasons to expect imagined contact to be less effective in changing intergroup perceptions of minority versus majority groups. The results confirmed this hypothesis. Majority group members projected more positive self-traits to the outgroup following positive imagined contact than did minority group members.

In Experiment 2 Stathi and Crisp (2008) examined the moderating role of ingroup identification (with British students) on imagined contact effects (attitudes towards French students). Higher ingroup identifiers have a
tendency to psychologically protect their ingroup by differentiating themselves from relevant outgroups (see Ellemers, Spears, & Doosje, 2002). For example, higher (but not lower) identifiers differentiate themselves from outgroups even more under conditions designed to promote common goals and a sense of shared identity (Crisp & Beck, 2005; Crisp, Stone, & Hall, 2006a). Given this, it seems reasonable that the effects of imagined contact might have a less-pronounced impact on higher compared to lower identifiers. Results confirmed this hypothesis. We found that imagined contact was more successful at promoting projection for participants who did not identify strongly with their national ingroup. This is not to say that imagined contact cannot be successfully applied to highly identifying group members. Rather, that educators and policy makers intending to implement such interventions should recognise that different approaches to promoting positive relations might mean different things to different people (for a discussion of these issues, particularly focused on high ingroup identification and the need to tailor interventions accordingly, see Crisp, Walsh, & Hewstone, 2006b; Stone & Crisp, 2007; R. Turner & Crisp, 2010a).

In Experiment 3 Stathi and Crisp offered a way of countering the contact-resisting effects of higher identification on the imagined contact task (again the ingroup was British students, but here the outgroup was international students). Given that for higher identifiers the “collective” self is typically more pronounced than the “personal” self (J. Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher, & Wetherell, 1987), encouraging a shift in focus from the collective to the personal self may facilitate the effects of contact-based interventions. We primed a personal level of construal by asking people to generate positive personal characteristics before imagining intergroup contact (based on a method of making personal identity salient used by Haslam, Oakes, Reynolds, & J. Turner, 1999). Consistent with the above theorising, imagined contact promoted more positive outgroup perceptions when the personal, versus collective, self was salient (see Figure 1). Relating this finding back to Experiment 1, we proposed that a similar, pre-contact task could also enhance the effectiveness of imagined contact for minority group members, who are also sometimes found to perceive contact with different groups as identity threatening (Stephan, Diaz-Loving, & Duran, 2000). In sum, if the personal self is activated prior to the application of the intervention, identity threat associated with the thought of intergroup interaction may be mitigated and the bias-reducing effects of imagined contact can be realised.

**IMAGINING INTERGROUP CONTACT CAN COUNTER STEREOTYPE THREAT EFFECTS**

Stathi and Crisp’s (2008) findings illustrated the centrality of the self-concept in imagined contact effects, but also suggested some intriguing possibilities
for the wider applicability of the approach. In particular we believed that it might offer a potentially new way of tackling pervasive social problems to do with self-stereotyping, specifically relating to stereotype threat.

Stereotype threat can be defined as being at risk of confirming that a negative stereotype of one’s group applies to oneself. It is experienced as a self-evaluative threat that can have disruptive effects (Steele, 1997). The defining example is the finding that African American college students exhibited poorer intellectual performance when reminded of the cultural stereotype that Black people were supposedly intellectually inferior to White people (Steele, 1997). However, the effect can be elicited under a wide range of conditions, not just the comparison with a group who are believed to perform better in the relevant domain. These include making identity salient (simply completing one’s race or gender on a questionnaire; e.g., Shih, Pittinsky, & Ambady, 1999; Shih, Sanchez, & Ho, 2010), heightening the apparent diagnosticity of the test (stating that the test is a reliable and valid measure of ability in the relevant domains, e.g., Steele & Aronson, 1995) or solo status (situations in which one believes one is the only representative of a stereotyped group; e.g., Sekaquaptewa, Waldman, & Thompson, 2007). The effect can also be observed in a wide range of domains. These range from the depressed maths performance of female students when they have been compared with male students (compared to when they have not; see Crisp, Bache & Maitner, 2009a; Rosenthal & Crisp, 2006; Rosenthal, Crisp & Suen, 2007; Schmader, 2002; Spencer, Steele & Quinn, 1999) to the athletic performance of White participants when compared to Black participants (J. Stone, Lynch, Sjomeling, & Darley, 1999).

Abrams et al. (2008) investigated the effectiveness of imagined contact in one of these domains where stereotype threat has been found to have a negative impact. Research with older people has found that self-stereotyping
affects a range of cognitive abilities consistent with the stereotype that cognitive performance declines with age (Hess, Hinson & Statham, 2004; Levy, 1996). The application of imagined contact to this domain was based on the premise that intergenerational contact is generally limited (Hagestad & Uhlenberg, 2005) and that actual contact has been found to reduce threat effects in older people through reduced anxiety (Abrams, Eller, & Bryant, 2006). Abrams et al. (2008, Experiment 2) hypothesised that imagined contact would serve a protective function for older people exposed to contexts where they might otherwise suffer performance decrements. In their study 84 participants ($M = 72$ years, all participants were over 60 years old) were required to imagine either meeting a young stranger or an outdoor scene (control imagination task) followed by the threat manipulation used by Abrams et al. (2006). The dependent variable was test performance, operationalised by scores on a set of 24 mathematics questions.

The analysis revealed that performance in the threat + imagined contact condition did not differ significantly from baseline (no threat + no imagination task). Importantly, performance in the threat only (no imagined contact) condition was significantly worse than performance in both the threat + imagined contact condition and the baseline condition, supporting the idea that imagined contact is able to mitigate the stereotype threat effect. Compared to baseline performance there was also significantly higher test-related performance anxiety in the threat + imagined contact condition, but performance anxiety here was lower than in the threat only condition, and the difference in anxiety mediated performance across conditions. In sum, imagined intergenerational contact mitigated age-related stereotype threat and maintained performance at levels similar to baseline (compared to performance exhibited under stereotype threat without prior imagined contact). The effect was mediated, as in R. Turner et al. (2007a), by reduced anxiety (although in this case performance anxiety). This finding also opened up a potentially fruitful theoretical integration between psychological approaches that have focused on reducing stereotype threat, and psychological approaches to reducing prejudice (see Crisp & Abrams, 2008).

**IMAGINING INTERGROUP CONTACT CAN REDUCE IMPLICIT INTERGROUP BIAS**

Although by now there were compelling reasons to be confident about the efficacy of the imagined contact task, a lingering concern was to do with demand characteristics. Participants may be responding more positively in the imagined contact conditions because they have guessed the rationale of the experiment and behave in accordance with the perceived expectations of the experimenter. The preceding studies had taken steps to rule out this possibility. For instance, R. Turner et al. (2007a) showed that in post
experimental debriefing participants were not able to guess the experimental hypothesis. Furthermore, the use of a between-participants design in all of these studies makes a demand explanation less likely. However, to address this issue convincingly we needed to show that imagined contact can reduce implicit prejudice. Given that it is more difficult to control responses on implicit measures than on explicit measures, observing an impact of imagined contact on an implicit measure of response time should go some way to ruling out this demand characteristics explanation.

There are also additional benefits of examining the impact of imagined contact on implicit attitudes. Whereas explicit attitudes are conscious, deliberative, and controllable (and are usually captured by traditional self-report measures), implicit attitudes are unintentionally activated by the mere presence (actual or symbolic) of an attitude object, and are therefore less likely to be influenced by social desirability than are explicit measures. If we were able to show imagined contact effects on implicit attitudes, which are thought to be more difficult to change than explicit attitudes (Wilson, Lindsey, & Schooler, 2000), this would considerably strengthen confidence in the efficacy of imagined contact. Showing an impact on implicit attitudes is also important because while explicit attitudes are associated with deliberative behaviours, implicit measures are associated with more subtle, indirect and spontaneous non-verbal behaviours (e.g., McConnell & Leibold, 2001). These behaviours associated with implicit attitudes are the subtle bastions of prejudice, maintaining biases in even overtly egalitarian societies. Of equal importance, if imagined contact can reduce negative non-verbal behaviour, it may help to produce smoother, more successful face-to-face encounters with outgroup members in the future.

So why might we expect imagined contact to result in more positive implicit attitudes? When a person imagines intergroup contact, they are mentally gaining greater exposure to the outgroup. This imagined exposure should exert a direct influence on implicit attitudes, as it does with actual contact and implicit attitudes in intergroup contexts (R. Turner et al., 2007b; see also Crisp, Hutter, & Young’s, 2009b, investigation of mere intergroup exposure) and more generally in attitude research (Fazio & Olson, 2003). Exposure to the outgroup may be particularly likely to directly produce more positive implicit outgroup attitudes. Dasgupta and Asgari (2004), for example, found that participants exposed to pictures and biographies of famous women leaders were subsequently more likely to associate women with leadership qualities on a measure of implicit gender bias.

We undertook two experiments to investigate the effects of imagined contact on implicit outgroup attitudes (R. Turner & Crisp, 2010b). In Experiment 1 female undergraduate students were randomly allocated to either the imagined contact condition or a control condition. Following the
imagined contact task, participants completed a measure to assess their explicit outgroup attitude. They were asked to indicate how they felt about elderly people, in general, on six 7-point semantic-differential scales taken from Wright et al. (1997) (cold–warm, suspicious–trusting, positive–negative, friendly–hostile, respect–contempt, and admiration–disgust). Finally, participants were asked to complete a measure of implicit intergroup bias, for which we used the implicit association test (IAT, Greenwald, McGee, & Schwartz, 1998). We used a young–elderly version of the IAT, in which participants were required to simultaneously categorise target stimuli (typical young names like Brad, Zack, and Lucy, and typical older names such as Cyril, Arthur, and Mildred) and attribute stimuli (positive words like smile and paradise, and negative words like slime and pain) which appeared one at a time on the computer screen (see R. Turner et al., 2007b, for a detailed description of the IAT). The raw IAT data were transformed using the Greenwald, Nosek, and Banaji (2003) improved scoring algorithm, which recommends that practice and test trials are included in the analysis; trials that have latencies greater than 10,000 ms are removed from analyses and participants who have more than 10% of trials with any latencies less than 300 ms are removed. A difference score between latencies for attitude-congruent trials (speed of correctly classifying stimuli as “pleasant or young” and “unpleasant or old”) and attitude-incongruent trials (speed of correctly classifying stimuli as “pleasant or elderly” and “unpleasant or young”) was then computed. The final IAT measure is a standardised score (D). A positive score on the IAT indicates intergroup bias, a positive implicit attitude towards the in-group relative to the out-group.

We expected that young participants would show faster reaction times when required to categorise young names and positive words with one key, and elderly names and negative words with the other, than when required to categorise young names and negative words with one key and elderly names and positive words with the other. In line with predictions, participants in the imagined contact condition showed more positive explicit attitudes towards the elderly than participants in the control condition, while on the implicit measure participants in the imagined contact condition were less biased than participants in the control condition (see Figure 2).

In Experiment 2 we examined the potential benefits of imagined contact for improving attitudes towards Muslims. There are 1.6 million Muslims in the UK (2.8% of the British population), making it the largest minority religious group in the country. Unfortunately, there has been an increase in Islamophobia in the UK in recent years (e.g., MORI, 2003), and there is an enduring negative stereotype in the UK that Muslims do not want to integrate with other sections of the community (BBC Online 2005, 2006). Countering negative attitudes towards the Muslim community in the UK is therefore a...
pressing social issue. We also aimed to address some potential criticisms of the design used in Experiment 1. In Experiment 1 we measured explicit attitudes prior to implicit attitudes. To rule out the possibility that the reporting of explicit attitudes influenced the subsequently measured implicit attitudes we therefore measured only implicit attitudes in Experiment 2.

A total of 40 undergraduate students, who were not of Muslim faith, were randomly allocated to either the imagined contact condition or a control condition. The procedure was identical to Experiment 1 except in the following ways. In the imagined contact condition participants were asked: “We would like you to spend the next 2 minutes imagining yourself meeting someone who is a Muslim for the first time. Imagine that the interaction is relaxed, positive, and comfortable” (as we discuss later on, we now advocate this version of the imagined contact task as the most refined variant to use in future research). In the control condition participants were asked: “We would like you to spend 2 minutes thinking about Muslims”. These changes to the imagination and control tasks enable us to confirm first that it is imagining a positive encounter, rather than imagining an unexpected or atypical outgroup member, that has a positive impact. Second, it enables us to check that the effect of the manipulation on implicit attitude is not simply due to outgroup priming. We used a Muslim – non-Muslim version of the IAT, which was identical to the measure used in Experiment 1, except that typical young and older names were replaced with typical British Muslim names (e.g., Mohammed, Fatima, Yusra) and British non-Muslim names (for this we used biblical names, e.g., Matthew, Luke, Eve). The categories for classifying these names were “Muslim” and “Not Muslim”.

In line with predictions, participants who imagined contact with a Muslim were less biased than participants in the control condition who simply thought about Muslims, see Figure 2. Indeed, while participants in the control condition showed implicit ingroup-favouring bias, this bias was eliminated in the imagined contact condition and participants actually showed outgroup favouritism. It is likely that the skew of this effect reflects the testing of different target groups in our two experiments (Elderly in Experiment 1, Muslims in Experiment 2). However, the IAT D-scores are relative measures, and what is important is that we obtained the predicted reduction in implicit bias in both experiments. Observing outgroup bias also suggests an interesting caveat to the imagined contact effect. In the next part of this article, we argue that imagined contact should not only promote more positive evaluations of outgroups, but also a greater interest in, and positive inclination towards, engaging in intergroup contact (Crisp & R. Turner, 2009; see also Husnu & Crisp, 2010a). It is therefore possible that, for a short time, imagined contact promotes a greater preference for outgroupers (and outgroup contact) than for ingroupers, as a positive contact norm becomes temporarily hyper-accessible.
The studies reviewed so far had established the positive impacts of imagined contact for both explicit (R. Turner et al., 2007a) and implicit (R. Turner & Crisp, 2010) intergroup attitudes, projection of positive traits to outgroups (Stathi & Crisp, 2008), and reductions in negative self-stereotyping (Abrams et al., 2008; see also Crisp & Abrams, 2008). These investigations had been driven by the question of what to do when there was little or no opportunity for contact. In other words, where actual contact was not possible could imagined contact offer some substitute? The answer from these studies has been a clear “yes”. At this point, however, we began to wonder whether the benefits of imagined contact could extend beyond situations where contact was impossible or unlikely. It may be that imagined contact has value not only as a substitute for existing interventions, where the lack of opportunity for contact makes them unviable, but as a facilitating component of integrated intervention packages. In other words, we began to think of imagined contact as a potential pre-contact tool, a way of preparing people for actual contact, getting them ready to engage with outgroups with a positive and open mind. It may therefore be that where opportunities for contact do exist, but remain unrealised, imagined contact might be an important first step needed to kick-start an interest in engaging positively with outgroups. As such, we turned our attention to whether imagining intergroup contact could not only improve intergroup attitudes, but also enhance intentions to engage in future actual contact. Returning to the wider literature on mental simulations we found that there was, indeed, an a priori case for pursuing this hypothesis.

Figure 2. IAT-D scores (R. Turner & Crisp, 2010b).
IMAGERY, INTENTION AND BEHAVIOUR

There are a number of studies that have demonstrated impacts of imagery on varied indices of behavioural intention. For instance, Anderson (1983) found that after imagining themselves performing the various tasks, participants rated themselves as more likely to engage in the activities and expressed greater intentions to do so than those who had not engaged in a relevant imagery task. Ratcliff et al. (1999) directed undergraduate students either to think about the reasons why people should find studying enjoyable (e.g., learn new things, make better grades, boost self-confidence) or to imagine the actions that people might take up to make studying more enjoyable (e.g., create a comfortable atmosphere, study with a friend, reward oneself). Imagining actions elicited more positive behavioural intentions towards studying than did thinking about reasons. In a study using similar methodology, Ten Eyck, Labansat, Gresky, Dansereau, and Lord (2006) found that simulation enhanced intentions to a greater extent than did thinking about reasons for a range of beneficial activities (e.g., dieting, studying, and exercising).

Several studies have demonstrated that mental simulation can also increase intention-related constructs such as self-efficacy and self-confidence. Landau, Libkuman, and Wildman (2002) found that participants who imagined themselves lifting a heavy object were subsequently more likely to believe that they could lift heavier weights. Similarly, Jones, Bray, Mace, MacRae, and Stockbridge (2002) found imagery to impact on levels of self-efficacy in female novice climbers. Feltz and Riessinger (1990) found that participants who underwent an imagery programme reported higher performance expectations, and actually performed better, on a muscular endurance task.

Other studies have shown that mental simulation can have a direct impact on both behavioural intentions and actual behaviours. Sherman and Anderson (1987) attempted to reduce psychotherapy dropout rates at an outpatient clinic using a scripted imagination procedure administered at the intake session. Those who imagined staying in therapy sessions both reported an increased expectancy of staying in therapy and were less likely to subsequently drop out. Rivkin and Taylor (1999) asked participants to think of an ongoing stressful event in their lives that was potentially controllable in the future. Results showed that participants who engaged in a simulation designed to control the stressful event reported more positive affect, greater intentions to accept the reality of the problem and, importantly, reported using more active, problem-focused coping strategies relative to control participants. Knudstrup, Segrest, and Hurley (2003) found that mentally simulating a job prior to an actual interview led to better performance compared to the control condition as rated by
interviewer’s willingness to employ the candidate. Finally, in the sports psychology literature meta-analytic reviews indicate that while physical practice continues to be a superior method for improving motor skills, employment of mental practice is significantly more beneficial for performance than no practice at all, and the combination of mental and physical practice can be maximally effective to sharpen skills (Driskell, Copper, & Moran, 1994; Feltz & Landers, 1983; Hinshaw, 1991).

In sum, the wider literature on mental imagery illustrates its impact on a range of measures of, or related to, behavioural intention, as well as actual behaviour. These demonstrations are evidenced in a range of applied settings include those related to health, clinical, and occupational practice, and consumer and sports psychology. Given its theoretical significance and applied relevance, there is therefore a good basis for predicting that mental simulation in contact settings could help prepare people for acting out contact-relevant behaviours. Establishing such a relationship would have important implications. It would suggest that imagined contact can play a preparatory role in integrated interventions to reduce prejudice—a means of encouraging an interest in, and intention to engage in, future contact. If substantiated, the idea that imagined contact can foster future contact intentions will argue for its inclusion as the “first step” in programmatic interventions that gradually move from more distal forms of contact (imagined) to more proximal (extended contact) to finally behavioural implementation (actual contact; see Crisp & R. Turner’s, 2009, characterisation of interventions based on this “continuum of contact”). In the next section we review our most recent studies that have provided support for this notion that imagining intergroup contact can enhance intentions to engage in future contact.

**IMAGINING INTERGROUP CONTACT FOSTERS FUTURE CONTACT INTENTIONS**

Husnu and Crisp (2010a) provided an initial test of the hypothesis that imagined contact can enhance intentions to engage in future contact. In their study 33 British non-Muslim undergraduate students were asked to imagine contact with a British Muslim, or were allocated to a typical control scenario used in previous research on imagined contact. In the experimental condition participants were instructed: “I would like you to take a minute to imagine yourself meeting a British Muslim for the first time. During the conversation imagine you find out some interesting and unexpected things about the stranger.” Participants in the control condition were asked: “We would like you to take a minute to imagine you are walking in the outdoors. Imagine three specific things that you experience in the scene.” To reinforce the impact of the manipulation participants were asked to write down what they imagined after the minute-long imagery task.
In order to measure intentions to engage in future contact participants were asked to respond to four items. These were adapted from Ratcliff et al.’s (1999) measure of behavioural intentions. Participants were asked questions such as “How much do you intend to interact with British Muslims in the future?” (1 = not at all, to 9 = very much), “How much time do you think you might spend learning about Islam in the future?” (1 = none at all, to 9 = a lot of time). On this composite measure of intentions participants who imagined contact subsequently reported greater intentions to engage in future actual contact ($M = 5.93$) than did participants in the control condition ($M = 4.69$). These results provided preliminary evidence that imagined contact can enhance intentions to engage in future contact.

**ELABORATION ENHANCES THE IMAGINED CONTACT EFFECT**

The studies of mental imagery discussed above have principally invoked the notion of script availability to explain the observed effects. A mental script is the cognitive representation of a sequence of behaviours (Schank & Abelson, 1977). Just as people have scripts for a wide range of everyday scenarios (queuing, parking, eating in a restaurant) we have argued that they can have intergroup contact scripts. Furthermore, we hypothesised that these contact scripts can be based on imagined, as well as actual, encounters.

This hypothesis is based on a great deal of established work on availability effects. The idea is that when an individual imagines a scenario in which they perform a particular action, a behavioural script will be formed and stored in memory. Once a script has been formed and activated (through imagery) it can influence one’s expectations and intentions, interpretations of immediate events as well as one’s behaviour in the situation (Anderson, 1983). Subsequently, when the individual is asked to make a judgement about intention, or perform the behaviour, the script will be available for use (Anderson, 1983; Anderson & Godfrey, 1987; see also Carroll, 1978). These ideas are based on the availability heuristic (Tversky & Kahneman, 1973), which describes the ease with which one can “bring to mind” a psychological concept, whether that be an event, issue, person, or object (Sherman & Anderson, 1987). This work shows that a wide range of judgements and beliefs are influenced by the cognitive availability of relevant information (e.g., Ross, Lepper, & Hubbard, 1975). Correspondingly research has confirmed that once a behavioural script has been formed (through imagining the scenario) it influences one’s expectations and intentions because it is a cognitively available source of diagnostic knowledge that can be used to make the judgement about one’s own intentions (Anderson, 1983; see also Gregory, Cialdini, & Carpenter, 1982; Wilson & Capitman, 1982).
In Experiment 2 of Husnu and Crisp (2010a) we sought to establish support for this underlying script availability mechanism. We did this in two ways, first by measuring vividness of the imagined scenario—which has been used in the literature on mental simulation as an indication of script availability—and second by experimentally manipulating the nature of the imagined contact task in a way that should theoretically produce effects consistent with the proposed mechanism.

Vividness has been a key focus of research on mental imagery (Marks, 1999). It is defined as “a combination of clarity and liveliness. The more vivid an image, therefore, the closer it approximates an actual percept” (Marks, 1972, p. 83) and, according to McKelvie (1995), vivid visual imagery has characteristics resembling the real scenario in that it is generally clear, bright, sharp, detailed, and lively. It has been argued that anything that enhances the vividness of the imagined scenario should lead to stronger intentions because it is indicative of a concrete, cue-rich, and therefore available behavioural script (Anderson, 1983). As such, the vividness of the imagined scenario is a good indication of how available the formed script will be when participants come to make judgements about behavioural intention.

In order to measure the vividness of the imagined scenarios participants were asked the degree to which the image was: faint–vivid; fuzzy–clear; dim–bright; vague–sharp; dull–lively; simple–detailed on bipolar scales ranging from 1 to 9. To measure intentions to engage in future contact participants were asked to complete Ratcliff et al.’s (1999) measure of behavioural intentions. In this study we also measured mediators and outcome measures from previous imagined contact studies (particularly R. Turner et al., 2007a). Our measure of intergroup anxiety, adapted from Stephan and Stephan (1985), asked participants to rate the extent to which in a future encounter with a British Muslim they would feel: awkward; suspicious; angry; embarrassed; calm (R); annoyed; irritated; frustrated; anxious; tense; furious; comfortable (R); relaxed (R); confident (R); hostile, all from 1 (not at all) and 7 (very much) (items marked R were reverse coded). To measure outgroup attitudes we again used Wright et al.’s (1997) scale.

To provide a comparison between experimental conditions that were more, or less, conducive to forming a more available contact script, we also developed an elaborated variant of the standard imagined contact instructions. Gollwitzer (1993) has shown that forming a certain type of intention, an implementation intention, increases the likelihood that the intention will be translated into actual behaviour. Implementation intentions take the form: “I intend to do y when situation x arises.” In an implementation intention, an anticipated future situation (opportunity) is linked to a certain goal-directed behaviour. It is assumed that the mental representation of the situation becomes highly activated and more easily available. This heightened availability is assumed to make it easier
to detect and attend to the critical situation in the surrounding environment. Numerous studies have confirmed the benefits of implementation intentions for goal achievement. Examples can be found relating to health-promotion (breast self-examination; Orbell, Hodgkins, & Sheeran, 1997), vitamin supplement intake (Sheeran & Orbell, 1999), and academic report writing (Gollwitzer & Brandstatter, 1997). Although the research on implementation intentions has focused on the intention–behaviour link, if the underlying mechanism is enhanced script availability the same principles should apply to the imagery–intention link that was of primary interest to us. We therefore adapted a manipulation of implementation intentions in an attempt to show that uplifts in intention would be observed following the instruction to form an elaborated imagined contact scenario.

Implementation intentions take the form of specifying when and where the relevant actions should be executed, so we used a similar method to increase the elaboration of the imagined scenario. Participants assigned to the elaborated imagined contact condition received the following modified instructions:

I would like you to take a minute to imagine yourself meeting a British Muslim for the first time. While imaging this think specifically of when (e.g., next Thursday) and where (e.g., the bus stop) this conversation might occur. During the conversation imagine you find out some interesting and unexpected things about the stranger.

We hypothesised that elaborated imagined contact would create a more vivid (and therefore available) behavioural contact script and so enhance future contact intentions. Furthermore, consistent with the above theorising, we predicted that the impact of elaboration on intentions would be mediated by reported vividness of the imagined scenario. The elaborated instructions should therefore have a greater impact on intentions because they create a more vivid, cue-rich simulation that makes the imagined behaviour subsequently more available at the judgemental phase.

A total of 60 British non-Muslim undergraduate students were randomly allocated to either the imagined contact or the elaborated imagined contact condition. The study revealed that significantly greater intentions to engage in future contact were reported by participants in the elaborated imagined contact condition compared to the standard imagined contact condition. Outgroup attitudes were also significantly more positive following elaborated imagined contact compared to standard imagined contact. Consistent with expectations, participants reported that the scenario they imagined was significantly more vivid in the elaborated imagined contact condition compared to the standard imagined contact condition. Participants also reported significantly less intergroup anxiety in the elaborated
imagined contact condition compared to the standard imagined contact condition (see Table 1).

Mediational analyses revealed two pathways to enhanced intentions following elaborated (vs standard) imagined contact. The first pathway showed that elaborated imagined contact predicted greater vividness of the imagined scenario, and that vividness predicted intentions while controlling for imagined contact. The second pathway worked via anxiety and attitudes. Imagined contact reduced anxiety, and anxiety predicted attitudes in line with previous research by R. Turner et al. (2007; but here showing that anxiety is further reduced using the elaborated instructional set). Finally, there was a direct positive relationship between attitudes and intentions while controlling for all the other mediators (see Figure 3).

The findings indicated the existence of two routes from imagery to intentions: a cognitive (i.e., vividness) pathway and an affective (i.e., anxiety) pathway. The impact of imagined contact on intentions was mediated both by outgroup attitudes (preceded by intergroup anxiety) and by the reported vividness of the imagined scenario (consistent with social cognitive research on script availability).

### PRIOR CONTACT ENHANCES THE VIVIDNESS OF IMAGINED CONTACT

Husnu and Crisp (2010a) sought a further way of testing the script availability hypothesis. We reasoned that the vividness of an imagined contact encounter would be influenced by the extent of participants’ prior actual contact experiences. The more experience a person has had with outgroup contact, the more information would be available to them when constructing the imagined scenario, leading to a more vivid simulation. We therefore predicted that vividness would mediate the relationship between

#### TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Imagined Contact</th>
<th>Elaborated Imagined Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intentions</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes</td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vividness</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Within rows means with different subscripts differ significantly at \( p < .05 \).
prior contact and intentions to engage in future contact following imagined contact. In other words, imagining contact would lead to greater intentions to engage in contact amongst those who have prior actual contact experience, because they will be able to envisage more vivid simulated encounters. If substantiated, such findings would add converging support for the idea that the vividness of imagined contact scenarios is key to enhancing future contact intentions.

At the start of the experiment described in the preceding section, participants were asked: “How many British Muslims do you know?” “In everyday life, how often do you encounter British Muslims?” “In everyday life, how frequently do you interact with British Muslims?” and “In everyday life, how much contact do you have with British Muslims?” on a scale from 1 (none) to 7 (a lot). To determine the quality of contact participants were asked to characterise their contact with British Muslims based on the following adjectives: superficial–deep; natural–forced; unpleasant–pleasant; competitive–cooperative; intimate–distant on bipolar scales ranging from 1 to 7.

We constructed a composite measure of quality $\times$ quantity of prior actual contact that has been commonly used in previous research (e.g., Voci & Hewstone, 2003) and carried out a mediational analysis to examine the role of vividness in explaining the prior contact—future intentions relationship. In step 1 the pathway between prior contact and intentions to engage in future contact was significant. In step 2 prior contact also
predicted vividness. In step 3 the path between vividness and intentions was significant while controlling for prior contact. Controlling for vividness the significant relationship between prior contact and intentions became non-significant. This supports the hypothesis that prior contact can have a positive impact on post-imagined contact intentions because it affords greater vividness to the simulated encounter. Although prior contact predicted outgroup attitudes, there was a weaker impact on anxiety ($p = .184$). One might have expected prior contact to predict anxiety here, as in much previous cross-sectional contact research. However, anxiety here was measured after an intervening imagined contact task, which might explain the weaker impact of prior contact on anxiety that we observed.

In sum, independent of the type of imagined contact task (standard or elaborated), the extent of participants’ prior contact was positively related to the vividness of the scenario they imagined, which also mediated intentions. This suggests that while imagined contact is well suited as an intervention in contexts characterised by very low levels of contact (where imagined contact is better than none), the more actual contact participants have had, the greater the impact of imagery on intentions. This finding is consistent with what we know about mental imagery and vividness: existing memories of contact serve to enrich any imagined scenario (providing they are positive), with concurrent benefits for future behavioural intentions.

**RECALL REFLECTS IMAGINED CONTACT SCRIPT AVAILABILITY**

Anderson (1983) argued that increasing the vividness of an imagined scenario enhances intentions because it represents a strengthening of the memory of the imagined scenario. This is important because a strong memory provides the available script needed to enhance judgements about intentions. Correspondingly research has confirmed that once a behavioural script has been formed (through imagining the scenario) it influences one’s expectations and intentions because it is an available source of diagnostic knowledge that can be used to make the judgement about one’s own intentions (Anderson, 1983; see also Gregory et al. 1982; Wilson & Capitman, 1982). There is also direct empirical support for the link between vividness and recall. In a study in which autobiographical memories were randomly selected for recall (Brewer, 1988) the reported vividness of those memories was significantly related to their memorability and the accuracy of recall (see also Lynn, Shavitt, & Ostrom, 1985; White, 1989).

Using a design similar to that described above, Husnu and Crisp (2010a; Experiment 3) sought direct evidence that instructing participants to form a more elaborate imagined contact scenario would result in a more available contact script. Specifically, we expected participants imagining a more
elaborate imagined contact scenario to report easier and quicker recall of the imagined scenario a day later compared to participants in the standard imagined contact condition. Therefore 60 undergraduate students were randomly allocated to a standard versus elaborated imagined contact condition (with an elderly stranger) and asked to return to the laboratory the following day to rate the availability of the imagined scenario. We found that those participants instructed to imagine an elaborate imagined contact scenario reported that recalling the scenario was “easier” and “quicker” ($M = 6.60$) than those instructed to imagine the standard contact scenario ($M = 6.11$).

**CONVERGING EVIDENCE FOR SCRIPT AVAILABILITY**

As well as the evidence provided by Husnu and Crisp (2010a), we have also sought to test the script availability hypothesis using a range of different experimental designs and measures. First, we examined the impact of repetition. Anderson (1983) argued that if script availability was responsible for the impact of imagery on intentions, then repeatedly imagining the scenario should result in enhanced intentions (this is what he found). Husnu and Crisp (2010b) adopted a similar design. We asked Turkish Cypriots to imagine a positive encounter with a Greek Cypriot. In both imagined contact conditions participants received the elaborated instructions used by Husnu and Crisp (2010a; Experiment 2). However, relative to a no-contact control condition, we asked participants to imagine a positive encounter twice, either with the same outgroup member, in the same location or with a different outgroup member, in a different location. We found that elaborated imagined contact (compared to the control condition) led to enhanced future contact intentions in both repeated imagined contact conditions, but that contextually diverse imagined contact was the more powerful approach. Contextually homogeneous contact, although having an equal effect on intentions as diverse contact, was not so reliably differentiated from the control condition ($p = .09$ vs $p = .03$).

Second, we examined the effects of closing one’s eyes on the effectiveness of the imagined contact task. Closing one’s eyes has been found to enhance the vividness of mental imagery ability in neuroimaging studies (Marx et al., 2003, 2004) and has been associated with greater subjective reported vividness of imagined scenarios (Narchal & Broota, 1988). It should therefore provide a simple, straightforward boost to the efficacy of imagined contact, if the proposed script availability mechanism is a key underlying mechanism. Husnu and Crisp (2011; Experiment 1) asked participants to imagine contact with an elderly stranger with their eyes either shut or open. Intentions to engage in future contact were significantly greater in the imagined contact / eyes closed condition than the imagined contact / eyes
open condition. In contrast, in the control condition eyes closed or eyes open made no difference (see Figure 4). This pattern of data makes sense since enhancing visual focus through closing one’s eyes would only enhance intentions when what was imagined was relevant for the intergroup focus of the dependent measure (although we note the absence of a main effect of imagery task here).

Finally, Husnu and Crisp (2011; Experiment 2) used the elaboration instructions outlined above and assessed the impact of imagery on likelihood estimates of future contact. Undergraduate participants were asked: “How many elderly people do you know now?” and “How many elderly people do you think you might know in 5 years time?”. We reasoned that if elaborated imagined contact helps create a more vivid, cue-rich script upon which to draw when making likelihood estimates, then these participants would predict having more outgroup friends in the future. The findings revealed no difference between simple and elaborated imagined contact for the number of outgroup members known now. However, in 5 years’ time participants estimated that they would have a higher number of outgroup acquaintances in the elaborated imagined contact condition compared to the simple imagined contact condition (see Table 2).

META-COGNITION AND SCRIPT AVAILABILITY

Further converging evidence that script availability helps explain the positive impact of imagined contact on intentions comes from a study by Crisp and Husnu (in press). Crisp and Husnu assessed the meta-cognitive consequences of script availability for future contact intentions. If imagined contact enhances intentions because it creates an available behavioural script, participants should be aware of how available that contact script is. This
meta-cognitive awareness should be reflected in judgements of how tolerant they themselves are. Furthermore, conditions that specifically direct the focus of the behavioural script towards the self should magnify this self-perception effect. These predictions are based on classic work on attribution theory.

Based on the actor-observer effect (Jones & Nisbett, 1971), actors tend to make situational explanations for their own behaviour because it is the situation that is most perceptually salient to them (they cannot see themselves in the scene). Observers tend to make dispositional attributions for the same actor’s behaviours because for them it is the actor who is most perceptually salient (Taylor & Fiske, 1975). Correspondingly, it is possible to influence whether a situational or a dispositional attribution is made by changing the participant’s perceptual focus. Directing a focus to the participant’s own behaviour, rather than the situation, will therefore make a dispositional attribution more likely. For instance, Storms (1973) found that when the actor was shown a videotape replay of their own behaviour in a discussion, their attributions became less situation focused. This means that the perceiver’s perspective should make a difference when imagining intergroup contact. Some prior research offers a priori support for this assertion.

Libby, Shaeffer, Eibach, and Slemmer (2007) instructed students to use either a first-person or third-person perspective when picturing themselves voting on the eve of the 2004 elections in the US. It was found that picturing voting from the third-person perspective made it more likely that participants would subsequently actually go out and vote. Moreover, those instructed from a third-person perspective stated that they would be significantly more likely to vote in the election. The findings suggest that actions are perceived to be more a function of the actor’s character when viewed from an observer’s perspective than when viewed from the actor’s perspective, since the salience of the self changes the focus in each situation (Libby et al., 2007). Crisp and Husnu (in press) hypothesised that if imagining intergroup contact

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Imaged Contact</th>
<th>Elaborated Imagined Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>$SD$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of outgroupers known currently</td>
<td>6.54a</td>
<td>11.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicted number outgroupers known in 5 years</td>
<td>8.55a</td>
<td>9.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicted increase in outgroupers known</td>
<td>1.92a</td>
<td>5.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Within rows means with different subscripts differ significantly at $p < .05$. 
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enhances script availability, then perceivers’ meta-cognitive judgements as to their own tolerance should reflect this availability, and this should also mediate future contact intentions. Furthermore, directing the perceivers’ focus in the imagined encounter on to the self, rather than the situation, should make this dispositional attribution even more apparent.

A total of 60 undergraduate students were allocated to conditions in which they were asked to imagine a control scene or positive contact with an elderly stranger from either a first-person perspective (i.e., “see the event through your own eyes”) or a third-person perspective (i.e., “see the event from an external viewpoint”). Intentions were measured, as was the extent to which participants attributed—to themselves—a positive orientation towards outgroup contact (e.g., “In general, are you the sort of person who gets on well with elderly people?”, 1 = not at all to 7 = very much). As expected, perspective made no difference in the non-relevant control condition. However, imagining intergroup contact from a third-person perspective enhanced future contact intentions to a greater extent than imagining the encounter from a first-person perspective (see Figure 5).

According to our theoretical model, imagining contact from a third-person perspective should enhance future contact intentions because it places the (imaginary) spotlight on the self, making a dispositional attribution more likely. Mediational analysis supported this prediction (Figure 6). As predicted, the impact on intentions of taking a third-person perspective in the imagined contact task was mediated by participants’ attribution, to themselves, of a positive orientation towards outgroup contact. These findings are consistent with the notion that cognitively available actions are perceived as more reflective of one’s character when seen (or imagined) from a third-person perspective (that is, when the attentional spotlight is on the self).

Figure 5. Future contact intentions as a function of imagined contact and visual perspective (Crisp & Husnu, in press).
The research reviewed in this article has demonstrated the effectiveness of imagined contact for improving outgroup attitudes and enhancing contact intentions towards a diverse range of groups. These include British Muslims (Husnu & Crisp, 2010a; R. Turner & Crisp, 2010b), the elderly (Abrams et al., 2008; Husnu & Crisp, 2010a, 2010b; R. Turner et al., 2007a), gay men (R. Turner et al., 2007a), indigenous people and Mestizos (Stathi & Crisp, 2008), Greek Cypriots (Husnu & Crisp, 2010b), and French nationals and international students (Stathi & Crisp, 2008).

We have argued that collectively this research supports the central proposition in this article: That as well as improving intergroup attitudes, imagined contact offers a way of fostering enhanced intentions to engage in actual intergroup contact. Furthermore, the research reviewed supports the assertion that there are two psychological routes leading from imagined contact to behavioural intention (illustrated most clearly in Figure 3). The first route is via attitudes and much of this route is well established from our earlier studies of attitudinal impacts of imagined contact (R. Turner et al., 2007a; R. Turner & Crisp, 2010b; Stathi & Crisp, 2008), particularly the mediating role of anxiety (R. Turner et al., 2007a; see also Abrams et al., 2008). Our later research supports the second proposed route from imagery to intention via the formation of a cognitively available contact script (Crisp & Husnu, in press; Husnu & Crisp, 2010a, 2010b, 2011), and offers some support for the further link between attitudes and intention (Husnu & Crisp, 2010a). In this final section we summarise the support gleaned for this “dual route” model,
discuss alternative routes, limitations of the current work, the practical potential of imagined contact, and future possible research questions.

### The cognitive route: Script availability

Our review of research on imagined contact supports the contention that there are two routes through which imagined contact has a positive impact on intentions to engage in future contact: affective (through reduced anxiety and improved attitudes; Abrams et al., 2008; Husnu & Crisp, 2010a; R. Turner et al., 2007a) and cognitive (through more vivid, cue rich, and accessible behavioural scripts; Husnu & Crisp, 2010a, 2010b, 2011). The latter route can also be reflected in meta-cognitions, whereby script availability enhances intentions through the dispositional attribution of a positive outgroup orientation (Crisp & Husnu, in press).

We particularly highlight the emerging evidence for the script availability mechanism, a new theoretical route through which imagined contact can foster future contact intentions. Based on the evidence reviewed above we can conclude that imagining intergroup contact, like a range of mental imagery techniques, in a variety of domains, has an impact on intentions to engage in actual contact because it helps people form a behavioural script upon which to base intentions and behaviour. The existence of such scripts is supported by the observation of effects on behavioural intentions (Husnu & Crisp, 2010b), subjective reports of the vividness of the imagined scenario (Husnu & Crisp, 2010a), likelihood estimates that the behaviour will take place (Husnu & Crisp, 2011), subjective ratings of ease of recall of the imagined scenario (Husnu & Crisp, 2010a), and meta-cognitive judgements concerning one’s own levels of tolerance (Crisp & Husnu, in press).

This theoretical model is aligned with much research in the more general literature on mental simulation, which strengthens our confidence that it reflects a substantive and important new approach to improving intergroup relations. Placing imagined contact in the context of this existing, extensive literature also helps to address scepticism about the efficacy of imagined contact (see e.g., Bigler & Hughes, 2010). Are we really saying that pervasive negative attitudes and behaviours, like prejudice and discrimination, can be changed through the simply use of mental imagery? We have responded to these points in detail elsewhere (Crisp & Turner, 2010), particularly stressing that, like any effective strategy for improving intergroup relations, imagined contact will need to be incorporated into longer-term interventions: it is certainly not a “one shot” solution. Perhaps, however, the most powerful rebuttal to scepticism about imagined contact effects is the fact that there already exists the extensive literature (highlighted by this review) that has established the capacity for imagery to change attitudes, intentions, and behaviours—with effects ranging from the promotion of healthy dietary and
exercise behaviours, through to enhancing performance in sports, to clinical treatment of phobias. Seen in the context of this established work, the proliferation of imagery techniques to the contact domain seems logical, timely, and prudent.

The affective route: Links to the theory of planned behaviour

Our research has highlighted two routes from imagery to enhanced future contact intentions: cognitive via script availability, and affective via anxiety and attitude change. We acknowledge, though, that while we show the imagery–anxiety–attitudes link in several studies, in only one do we demonstrate that attitudes affect intentions (Husnu & Crisp, 2010a, Experiment 2). However, there are good reasons to be confident of this link from research on the theory of planned behaviour (TPB; Ajzen, 1985, 1989; see also Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1974). The TPB was developed to account for the processes by which people consciously decide to engage in specific actions. It states that behavioural intentions are the most proximal determinant of behaviour, and that three factors converge to predict behavioural intentions. The first factor is attitudes. Attitudes are determined by one’s beliefs about the consequences of performing the behaviour and one’s evaluation of the possible consequences of performing the behaviour. The second factor is subjective norms. Subjective norms are determined by the perceived expectations of significant others and one’s own motivation to comply with these expectations. The third factor is perceived control, which is determined by one’s perception of how easy or difficult it is to perform the behaviour. According to the model these three factors combine in an interactive way to determine behavioural intention, which in turn determines behaviour (although perceived behavioural control can also directly influence behaviour). A number of studies have shown support for the predictive validity of the TPB in predicting health behaviour, exercise, choice of travel mode, and eating habits (see Ajzen & Fishbein, 2005) and meta-analyses have supported the predicted routes to intention and behaviour (e.g., Ajzen, 1991; Godin & Kok, 1996). Although imagined contact work has typically measured attitudes towards the group as a whole, rather than specific behaviours (as in much TPB work), we believe this relationship does hold in intergroup contexts (see, for example, Viki, Culmer, Eller, & Abrams, 2006, who found that attitudes in general predicted greater intentions to cooperate with the outgroup). In our research on imagined contact we have established imagery’s impact on attitudes, and in one study we have shown that attitude change resulting from imagined contact affects intentions. Nonetheless, future research is needed to confirm the link between attitudes changed via imagined contact and future contact intentions. It will also be interesting and useful to further explore the relevance of the TPB, and
the multiple routes to behavioural intention that it specifies, in future elaborations and investigations of imagined contact effects.

OTHER ROUTES?

While we have focused on two distinct routes to enhanced intentions, our preceding discussion of the TPB highlights the fact that there will be other pathways that fall within this broad cognitive/affective distinction, or that even take an entirely different route. We also acknowledge that cognitive mediators like vividness could also impact on affective mediators like anxiety. In considering what other routes there may be it is useful to look to research on mediators of actual intergroup contact.

Pettigrew (1997, 1998) has emphasised the role of affect in intergroup contact situations (see also Tropp & Pettigrew, 2005). Correspondingly, we have focused on anxiety as a key affective mediator of imagined contact effects and this is consistent with much existing actual contact research. Intergroup anxiety has consistently been found to be negatively associated with the contact experience, whereas reduction of anxiety is found to enhance the promotion of positive contact effects and generalisation of positive feelings towards the outgroup as a whole (Islam & Hewstone, 1993; Paolini et al., 2004; Voci & Hewstone, 2003; see also Pettigrew & Tropp, 2008). However, Pettigrew has also suggested that positive emotions generated after optimal contact (especially in cross-group friendships) have a crucial role in promoting positive attitudes towards outgroup members. Such positive emotions can include empathy and its cognitive component, perspective taking. Harwood, Hewstone, Paolini, and Voci (2005) found that perspective taking was the most powerful mediator of the relationship between contact with grandparent and attitude towards the elderly. Similarly, Hewstone, Cairns, Voci, Hamberger, and Niens (2006) examined the role of intergroup contact between Catholics and Protestants in Northern Ireland and found that contact with outgroup friends was positively associated with perspective taking, which was also among the strongest positive predictors of forgiveness. Other cognitive mechanisms that may underlie both imagined and actual contact effects include increased inclusion of the other in the self (IOS; Aron, Aron, & Smollan, 1992), an important psychological mechanism through which extended contact improves outgroup attitudes (see Wright et al., 1997). Finally, Tropp and Bianchi (2006) demonstrated the importance of valuing diversity for promoting intentions to engage in contact between majority and minority groups. They showed that valuing diversity predicts contact intentions among majority group members. In the case of minority group members, however, it is the outgroup’s perceived value of diversity that predicts intentions for contact.
QUESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

While we believe the extant work has established the efficacy of imagined contact as a viable intervention for promoting more positive intergroup relations, there are of course many unanswered questions. For instance we have, in line with the extant literature on imagery, invoked the notion of script availability to account for the process through which imagined scenarios come to influence future judgements and behaviour. Availability is a concept that embodies subjective awareness of the ease with which concepts (or scripts) can be brought to mind. Our methodology has been tailored accordingly: we assess subjective ratings of vividness, likelihood estimates, reports of ease-of-retrieval, and meta-cognitive ratings of self-perceived tolerance. However, a theoretically related concept is script accessibility, which can be differentiated from availability by the extent to which behavioural scripts pre-consciously influence intentions and behaviour. To test whether contact scripts become more accessible after imagined contact, future research could employ implicit methodologies to assess if-x-then-y type rules as in the implementation intention literature (Aarts, Dijksterhuis, & Midden, 1999; Webb & Sheeran, 2004).

There is also potential to integrate the research with the wider literature on attitudes and intentions. According to Heckhausen and Gollwitzer (1987) people move closer to making a change decision by engaging in what they refer to as certain “mentations”. They suggest individuals try to achieve a pre-decisional state of mind by weighing the desirability and feasibility of the goal being considered or they may start to plan the implementation of the change decision not yet made, thereby creating a post-decisional state of mind. They devised a phase model of action (the Rubicon model), which regards decisions as voluntary acts that propel the individual from a pre-decisional or deliberative state of mind (weighing) to a post-decisional or implemental state of mind (willing). Our dual route model of imagined contact effects places the individual in a full-blown post-decisional or implemental state of mind (“mentation”). In the elaborate imagined contact scenario used by Husnu and Crisp (2010a) we ask individuals to imagine the implementation of the contact scenario (we ask them to imagine the “when” and the “where” of the contact scenario). This is similar to a study devised by Gollwitzer, Heckhausen, and Ratajczak (1990) investigating pre-decisional and post-decisional states of mind. The authors found that a post-decisional exercise of imagining implementations led to greater readiness to make a change decision, and this effect was mediated by forming implementation intentions. Similarly in our study, participants imagining an elaborate imagined contact scenario reported enhanced intentions towards future contact that were mediated by script availability.
Exploring the applicability of pre- and post-decisional mindsets for imagined contact effects will be an interesting focus for future work.

Finally, we acknowledge other work that is developing complementary imagery-based techniques for improving intergroup attitudes (see Hodson, Choma, & Costello, 2009) or adopting imagined contact to answer key questions in contact theory (e.g., see West, Holmes, & Hewstone, in press, a study of how imagining positive contact can reduce prejudice against people with schizophrenia when supplemented with additional imagery instructions; see also Harwood, Paolini, Joyce, Rubin, & Arroyo, in press, a study of secondary transfer effects using imagined contact). One other potential current issue concerns generalisation of positive attitude change from individual group members to the outgroup as a whole. Our studies of imagined contact show de facto generalisation from individual outgroup members featured in the imagined scenario to the outgroup as a whole (as we have always assessed attitude change, and intentions, towards different group members, or the outgroup category). However, no study has yet investigated the differing degrees to which different imagery tasks may engender such generalisation.

RECOMMENDED INSTRUCTIONAL SET

It is useful to reflect on the range of variants of the imagined contact instructional set outlined in the Appendix Table. Distilling the key elements from the range of task variants suggests that to see the benefits of imagined contact requires two central components. First is the need to run through a mental script of an interaction (thinking, in contrast, of just an outgroup member in the absence of any simulated interaction has no positive effects on attitudes). Second is the positive tone of the interaction. We know that a positive tone is important for actual contact, and it is the same for imagined contact (to safeguard against negative stereotypes unduly influencing the envisaged encounter). Indeed, with no specified evaluative tone imagined contact could simply result in an imagined negative interaction, which would have a correspondingly negative impact on attitudes.

Control conditions are also critical to experimental investigations of imagined contact. We initially used the following instructions in order to create a pleasant scene (akin to a positive interaction), but with no reference to groups: “We would like you to take a minute to imagine an outdoor scene. Try to imagine aspects of the scene (e.g., is it a beach, a forest, are there trees, hills, what’s on the horizon).” Mindful that this might not control for more generalised positive effects of social interaction per se, in research we discuss below we also used a version simulating positive social interaction with a non-relevant group (i.e., a positive interaction with a non-relevant stranger versus a positive interaction with a relevant stranger;
Stathi & Crisp, 2008, Experiment. 2). This rules out positive affect arising from generalised social interaction as an explanation for imagined contact effects. As we discussed above, the use of varied control conditions has ruled out informational load (R. Turner et al., 2007a; Experiment 1), stereotype priming (R. Turner et al., 2007a; Experiment 2), and positive affective priming and non-relevant social interaction (Stathi & Crisp, 2008; Experiment 2) as alternative explanations for the effects of imagined contact. Empirically we have also shown that imagined contact works better when it is positive compared to neutral (Stathi & Crisp, 2008; Experiment 1; see also West et al., in press, who found that directing participants to imagine a positive encounter led to imagined scenarios characterised by higher quality contact, as coded by independent coders).

We also note that previous research has sometimes included the phrase “imagine that you find out some interesting and unexpected things about the stranger” (R. Turner et al., 2007a; Experiments 2 and 3) or “interesting and positive things” (Stathi & Crisp, 2008; Experiments 1 and 3), but sometimes not (Stathi & Crisp, 2008, Experiment 2). We have found this phrase to make no difference to the effectiveness of the imagined contact instruction. R. Turner et al. (2007a, Experiment 1) also included the phrase “Imagine their appearance, the conversation that follows and, from what you learn, all the different ways you could classify them into different groups of people.” It has been noted that this could produce a multiple categorisation effect (Crisp & Hewstone, 2007), so we would not advocate using this version in future investigations. Rather we advocate the following instruction as the most refined version of the task, which captures the two key elements—(1) simulation and (2) a positive tone—without possible confounds: “We would like you to take a minute to imagine yourself meeting [an outgroup] stranger for the first time. Imagine that the interaction is positive, relaxed and comfortable.” However, this is not to say that changing the instructional set has no impact; on the contrary, as we reported above, the paradigm lends itself to the exploration of task variants that can have targeted impacts on specific outcome measures (see Crisp, Stathi, Turner, & Husnu, 2008, for a discussion; and as demonstrated in the elaborated task variants’ impacts on script availability used by Husnu & Crisp, 2010a, 2010b, 2011).

LINKS BETWEEN DIRECT, EXTENDED, AND IMAGINED CONTACT

Imagined contact is a form of indirect contact, and in this it has much in common with extended contact. According to the extended contact hypothesis learning that an ingroup member has a close relationship with an outgroup member can vicariously improve one’s own attitudes towards
the outgroup (Wright et al., 1997). Extended contact has been found to exert a positive impact on attitudes and outgroup stereotyping via the development of positive attitudinal ingroup norms, similarity to self and reduced anxiety (R. Turner et al., 2007a). An important line of future research concerns a direct comparison of imagined contact and extended contact.

First, while extended and imagined contact are both “indirect” in that they do not require actual contact between the perceiver and the outgroup, there is a fundamental distinction between the approaches: while one does not need to engage in contact oneself to reap the benefits of extended contact, actual contact is still required somewhere in one’s wider social network (be it with one’s friend, family member, or just another ingroup member). In contrast, imagined contact requires no experience, actual or vicarious. It is, for instance, conceivable that someone can imagine a positive encounter with an outgroup member having never had any experience of contact oneself, or never having known anyone else who has had any experience of contact. Of course, in such contexts one must be careful that imagined contact is not principally based on negative outgroup stereotypes (which are more likely to inform imagined encounters where there is no basis for actual experience). In such contexts there is a greater need to ensure that imagined contact is properly structured and instructed so as to ensure a positive imagined encounter (see Stathi & Crisp, 2008; also West et al., in press). Nonetheless, in highly segregated settings one simply may not know of anyone who knows an outgroup member, and in these situations imagined contact might be the most viable strategy.

Second, one might also expect imagined contact to have a more powerful impact than extended contact because imagined contact involves the self, and attitudes based on personal experiences tend to be stronger, more accessible, and more persistent than those based on second-hand experience (Fazio, Powell, & Herr, 1983). However, imagined contact may also be more susceptible to interference from previous negative contact experiences. If an individual has previously experienced negative contact, it may be difficult to overcome these memories and imagine a positive encounter. An advantage of extended contact is that it is likely that vicarious positive experiences will be a more powerful antidote to negative experiences than imagined positive experiences. This is because, while both imagined and extended contact are indirect, the very boundary condition that defines extended contact (i.e., the requirement for some actual contact somewhere in one’s social network) is also the thing that makes it more grounded in actual experience (and therefore overall more powerful).

Third, imagined and extended contact may also be distinct in terms of their underlying mechanisms, particularly regarding their impact on perceptions of ingroup norms. In extended contact, participants learn about
an ingroup member behaving positively towards an outgroup member, apparently reflecting positive regard. This positive model constitutes an ingroup norm that uniquely mediates extended contact, but not actual contact (R. Turner et al., 2008). This is because extended contact involves a perceptual focus on another ingroup member, while actual contact does not. In actual contact the perceiver is focused on the outgroup, and has no ingroup “model” from which to derive a behavioural norm. Since the instructional set used in imagined contact, like actual contact, focuses participants on the outgroup, it is likely that ingroup norms will be unaffected. This highlights a similarity between actual and imagined contact that extended contact does not share: the mental simulation of one’s personal engagement with the outgroup.

IMAGINED CONTACT AS PREPARATION FOR CONTACT

In an earlier article outlining the concept of imagined contact we (Crisp & R. Turner, 2009, p. 231) noted:

We do not advocate imagined contact as a replacement for existing interventions . . . Rather, we assert that the value in imagined contact is in its ability to encourage people to seek out contact, to remove inhibitions associated with existing prejudices, and to prepare people to engage outgroups with an open mind. We argue that imagined contact could be highly effective as a first step on the route towards reconciliation and reduced prejudice, on a continuum of contact that provides a road map for the use of multiple contact strategies in improving intergroup relations.

We reiterate this sentiment here. Imagined contact should not be seen as a “one-shot” solution to the problem of prejudice but rather a first step on the road to more positive intergroup relations. We believe it has much to offer in combination with existing contact strategies. For instance, for groups at early stages of co-existence there may be high segregation and little opportunity, or inclination, for contact. At this point in relations imagined contact may be the only viable intervention to help encourage attitude change and intentions to engage in preliminary contact (or at least to ensure that when that contact does occur, it does so with open minds and a reasonable chance of success). At intermediate stages when boundaries have begun to permeate, and some positive interactions initiated, extended contact will work well to reinforce the impact of isolated (but known) contact encounters. Increasing extended contact may then lead to a cascade of positive interactions, along with all the benefits associated with actual intergroup contact. The research reviewed in this chapter provides empirical support for this idea, and reinforces the view that imagined contact may
prove highly useful as a “first step strategy”, laying the groundwork for subsequent and more tangible, extended and actual contact strategies.

CONCLUSIONS

Gordon Allport described social psychology as “an attempt to understand and explain how the thought, feeling and behaviour of individuals are influenced by the actual, imagined, or implied presence of others” (1985, p. 3; emphases added). Imagined contact embodies this sentiment, and the research we reviewed above testifies to the idea that imagery’s power can extend beyond clinical, sports, or commercial contexts to efforts to improve and enhance prospects for positive intergroup relations. Research on imagined contact has suggested that it works well as a substitute for actual contact where opportunities for contact are scarce, or highly limited. In this article we have argued that its usefulness may extend beyond such contexts, to where opportunities for contact exist, but remain unrealised. The reviewed research supports the notion that imagined contact can serve an important preparatory function, reducing intergroup anxiety, improving intergroup attitudes, and fostering an interest in, and intention to engage in, future actual contact. Where opportunities for contact exist, but remain unrealised, imagined contact may therefore be an important first step to initiating processes that will, in time, lead to more harmonious intergroup relations.
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## APPENDIX

### Imagined contact studies (2007–2010)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author, Crisp, &amp; Lambert (2007)</th>
<th>Experiment 1</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Experimental</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Mediator/Moderator</th>
<th>Dependent Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28 M/F students (young)</td>
<td>We would like you to take a minute to imagine yourself meeting an elderly stranger for the first time. Imagine their appearance, the conversation that follows and, from what you learn, all the different ways you could classify them into different groups of people.</td>
<td>We would like you to take a minute to imagine an outdoor scene. Try to imagine aspects of the scene about you (e.g. is it a beach, a forest, are there trees, hills, what’s on the horizon).</td>
<td>Ingroup preference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment 2</th>
<th>24 M/F students (young)</th>
<th>As Experiment 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27 M students (heterosexual)</td>
<td>Please spend the next five minutes imagining that you are talking to a gay man that has sat next to you on the train. You spend about thirty minutes chatting until you reach your stop and depart the train. During the conversation you find out some interesting and unexpected things about him.</td>
<td>We would like you to spend a minute thinking about the elderly. Please spend the next five minutes imagining that you are on a three day hiking trip in the south of England. During the trip you arrive unexpectedly at a secluded bay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intergroup anxiety</td>
<td>Outgroup evaluation, Outgroup variability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Mediator / Moderator</th>
<th>Dependent Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stathi &amp; Crisp (2008)</td>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td>94 M/F students (Indigenous, Mestizos)</td>
<td>Please spend five minutes imagining that you speak to a Mestizo [Indigenous person] who has sat next to you in the bus. You spend about 30 minutes chatting until you reach your stop and depart the bus. During the conversation you find out some interesting and positive things about them. Please list the things you found out about them.</td>
<td>Majority / Minority status</td>
<td>Self-outgroup positive trait overlap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td>64 M/F students (British)</td>
<td>Please spend the next five minutes imagining that you are talking to a French person who has sat next to you in a party. You spend some time chatting about several things. Please answer the following questions concerning the person you met.</td>
<td>Ingroup identification</td>
<td>Projection of positive traits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experiment 3</td>
<td>98 F students (British students)</td>
<td>Please spend five minutes imagining that you speak to an international student who has sat next to you on the train. You spend about 30 minutes chatting until you reach your stop and depart the bus. During the conversation you find out some interesting and positive things about them. Please list the things you found out about them.</td>
<td>Self salience</td>
<td>Projection of positive traits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Conditions</td>
<td>Mediator/Moderator</td>
<td>Dependent Measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrams et al. (2008)</td>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td>84 M/F (senior citizens)</td>
<td>We would like you to take one minute to imagine yourself meeting a young stranger for the first time. Imagine their appearance, the conversation that follows and, from what you learn, all the different ways you could classify them into different groups of people.</td>
<td>Intergroup anxiety</td>
<td>Math test (stereotype threat)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner &amp; Crisp (2009)</td>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td>25 F students (young)</td>
<td>We would like you to spend the next two minutes imagining yourself meeting an elderly stranger for the first time. Imagine that during the encounter, you find out some interesting and unexpected things about the person.</td>
<td>Implicit attitudes</td>
<td>Implicit attitudes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td>29 M/F students (non-Muslim)</td>
<td>We would like you to spend the next two minutes imagining yourself meeting someone who is a Muslim for the first time. Imagine that the interaction is relaxed, positive, and comfortable.</td>
<td>Implicit attitudes</td>
<td>Implicit attitudes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Mediator/Dependent Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Husnu &amp; Crisp (2010a)</td>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td>33 M/F students (non-Muslim)</td>
<td>I would like you to take a minute to imagine yourself meeting a British Muslim stranger for the first time. During the conversation imagine you find out some interesting and unexpected things about the stranger.</td>
<td>Future contact intentions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I would like you to take a minute to imagine you are walking in the outdoors. Try to imagine aspects of the scene about you (e.g. is it as beach, forest, are there trees, what’s on the horizon)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td>60 M/F students (non-Muslims)</td>
<td>Elaborated Imagined Contact: I would like you to take a minute to imagine yourself meeting a British Muslim stranger for the first time. While imaging this think specifically of when (e.g. next Thursday) and where (e.g. the bus stop) this conversation might occur. During the conversation imagine you find out some interesting and unexpected things about the stranger.</td>
<td>Vividness of mental imagery, Intergroup anxiety, Outgroup attitudes, Prior contact</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Simple Imagined Contact: I would like you to take a minute to imagine yourself meeting a British Muslim stranger for the first time. During the conversation imagine you find out some interesting and unexpected things about the stranger.</td>
<td>Future contact intentions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 3</td>
<td>60 M/F students (young)</td>
<td>Elaborated Imagined Contact: I would like you to take a minute to imagine yourself meeting an elderly stranger for the first time. While imaging this think specifically of when (e.g. next Thursday) and where (e.g. the bus stop) this conversation might occur. During the conversation imagine you find out some interesting and unexpected things about the stranger.</td>
<td>Ease of retrieval</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Simple Imagined Contact: I would like you to take a minute to imagine yourself meeting an elderly stranger for the first time. During the conversation imagine you find out some interesting and unexpected things about the stranger.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### APPENDIX (Continued).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Mediator/Moderator</th>
<th>Dependent Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Husnu &amp; Crisp</td>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td>75 M/F students (young)</td>
<td><em>Elaborated Imagined Contact</em>: I would like you to take a minute to imagine yourself meeting an elderly stranger for the first time. During the conversation imagine you find out some interesting and unexpected things about the stranger.</td>
<td>Repetition/Contextual diversity</td>
<td>Likelihood estimates of future contact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Simple Imagined Contact</em>: I would like you to take a minute to imagine yourself meeting an elderly stranger for the first time. During the conversation imagine you find out some interesting and unexpected things about the stranger.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the conversation imagine you are walking in the outdoors. Try to imagine aspects of the scene about you (e.g., is it a beach, a forest, are there trees, hills, what’s on the horizon).

Husnu & Crisp (2011b) | 90 M/F adults (Turkish Cypriots) | *Elaborated Imagined Contact*: I would like you to take a minute to imagine yourself meeting a Greek Cypriot for the first time. While imagining this think specifically about when (e.g. next Thursday) and where (e.g. Ledra Palace) this conversation might occur. During the conversation imagine you find out some interesting and unexpected things about the stranger. | Repetition/Contextual diversity | Future contact intentions |

Husnu & Crisp (2010b) | | | | | |

(I continued)
### APPENDIX (Continued).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Mediator/Moderator</th>
<th>Dependent Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td>43 M/F students (young)</td>
<td>I would like you to take a minute to imagine yourself meeting an elderly stranger for the first time. During the conversation imagine you find out some interesting and unexpected things about the stranger. Please make sure that you imagine the scenario with your eyes open (eyes closed).</td>
<td>Eyes open vs. closed</td>
<td>Future contact intentions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crisp &amp; Husnu (in press)</td>
<td>60 M/F students (young)</td>
<td>I would like you to take a minute to imagine yourself meeting an elderly stranger for the first time. During the conversation imagine you find out some interesting and unexpected things about the stranger. I would like you to picture the scenario from a first-person (third-person) visual perspective. With the first-person (third-person) perspective you see the event from your own visual perspective (the visual perspective of an observer). That is, you look out at the scene through your own eyes (you see yourself in the scene from an external viewpoint).</td>
<td>I would like you to take a minute to imagine you are walking in the outdoors. Try to imagine aspects of the scene about you (e.g., is it a beach, a forest, are there trees, hills, what’s on the horizon).</td>
<td>Visual perspective, Attributions</td>
<td>Future contact intentions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. M = male, F = female, students = undergraduate students, adults = any participant not a student. All studies were carried out in the laboratory, and adopted a between-subjects design.*